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about
WFEO is an international, non-governmental 
organisation founded by UNESCO; it brings together 
national engineering organisations from over  
90 nations and represents some 20 million engineers 
from around the world.

ICE is the oldest professional engineering body in 
the world, represents 92,000 engineers across the 
globe and its headquarters in Westminster, London is 
considered the global home of civil engineering. 

2018 is the 50th anniversary of WFEO, the 200th 
anniversary of ICE and the UK Year of Engineering. 
It is a pivotal moment and an unprecedented 
occasion for the global engineering community to 
come together to agree a path forward to deal with 
the SDG challenges and to safeguard the future. 
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Web Twitter
ice.org.uk/congress @ice_engineers    #GEC18    #ICE200

reserve your package  
with iCE now
To discuss how your organisation can be part 
of the Global Engineering Congress contact:

George Kalathil ICE Global Partnerships Manager
george.kalathil@ice.org.uk   +44 (0)207 665 2467

Taylor Hughes ICE Global Partnerships Manager
taylor.hughes@ice.org.uk   +44 (0)207 665 2216

Institution of Civil Engineers 
One Great George Street 
Westminster
London SW1P 3AA

ice.org.uk/congress
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Global challenges need 
new solutions
Over five days in October 2018, the global 
engineering community is coming together 
in London to turn their insights and 
knowledge into action, seeking sustainable 
solutions for a growing population.

Led by the World Federation of Engineering 
Organisations (WFEO) and hosted by the 
Institution of Civil Engineers (ICE), the first 
Global Engineering Congress will bring the 
entire engineering community together 
to focus on delivering sustainable change 
through engineering. 

become part of the solution
A limited number of partnership opportunities are 
available to position organisations at the heart of the 
global sustainability movement and support the congress. 

Partnerships extend to our 3-year knowledge sharing 
campaigns, consisting of thought leadership discussions 
and content, extensive branding opportunities and 
networking events.

Global innovators 
from £50,000
n 4 x Chair/Speaker GEC conference programme sessions

n Membership of the pre-event Campaign Advisory Board

n Joint branding on GEC marketing, publicity material 
 and during event

n 10 person table at all 3 gala dinners

n 4 pre-arranged one-to-one meetings

n Exclusive 40-minute briefing for 40 invited experts

n 10 points to spend on bolt-on options of your choice

sustainable specialists
from £25,000 - £50,000

n Joint branding on GEC marketing, publicity material 
and during event

n 2 invitations to all 3 gala dinners

n 5 points to spend on bolt-on options of your choice

bolt-on options could include: 

n VIP lunchtime event in the prestigious Presidents 
 Dining Room at ICE HQ in London (3 points)

n Exclusive post-event evening drinks reception 
 during congress (2 points)

n Delegate lanyard sponsorship (4 points)

n Evening debate for 150 guests (2 points)

n VIP Lounge Sponsorship (2 points)

n Hackathon Sponsorship (Bespoke)

5 days of engagement and interaction
The Global Engineering Congress is an ambitious effort to unite the 
global engineering community, to agree and mobilise a response to 
five of the United Nations Sustainable Development Goals, identified 
as key areas where engineering can lead:

Time for global action
“Be a global citizen. Act with passion and compassion.  
Help us make this world safer and more sustainable today 
and for the generations that will follow us. That is our 
moral responsibility.”

Former Un secretary-General, ban-Ki Moon

Cities and communities must be able to withstand the pressures of 
climate change and rising populations, whilst finding practical ways 
to meet budgetary and collaborative challenges. This requires a 
coordinated approach across sectors – especially water, energy  
and transport. 

Highlights of the Congress include:

Full 5 day conference programme with 90 hours of content

100+ global speakers     1000+ global delegates

150+ countries represented     20+ global engineering institutions

Roundtable discussions and workshop programme 

Exclusive black tie and gala dinners

Exhibition, networking and governmental engagement programme

Post congress report including Infrastructure Sustainability Toolkit
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reserve your package 
with iCE now
To discuss how your organisation can be part of 

the Global Engineering Congress contact:

George Kalathil ICE Global Partnerships Manager 
george.kalathil@ice.org.uk   +44 (0)207 665 2467

Taylor Hughes ICE Global Partnerships Manager 
taylor.hughes@ice.org.uk   +44 (0)207 665 2216

Institution of Civil Engineers 
One Great George Street 
Westminster 
London SW1P 3AA

ice.org.uk/congress

about
WFEO is an international, non-governmental 
organisation founded by UNESCO; it brings together 
national engineering organisations from over  
90 nations and represents some 20 million engineers 
from around the world.

ICE is the oldest professional engineering body in 
the world, represents 92,000 engineers across the 
globe and its headquarters in Westminster, London is 
considered the global home of civil engineering. 

2018 is the 50th anniversary of WFEO, the 200th 
anniversary of ICE and the UK Year of Engineering.  
It is a pivotal moment and an unprecedented 
occasion for the global engineering community to 
come together to agree a path forward to deal with 
the SDG challenges and to safeguard the future. 

Web 
ice.org.uk/congress 

Twitter 
@ice_engineers    #GEC18    #ICE200




